We have designed a scalable and expressive naming system called SENS, capable of retrieving information of computing and content resources distributed widely across the Internet through exact queries and multi-attribute range queries over resource names. Our system utilizes a descriptive naming scheme to name resources and a multi-dimensional resource ID space for message routing through an overlay network of name servers (NSs). The resource ID space is constructed on the overlay network based on CAN routing algorithm. Our novel mapping scheme between resource names and resource IDs preserves resource ID locality while still achieving good load balancing regarding resource information distribution. We also propose a multicast routing algorithm to deliver resource information and a broadcast routing algorithm to route query messages to corresponding NSs with small cost of message transmission. Our simulation results show that our system can achieve good routing performance and load balancing. key words: naming system, range query, DHT
Introduction
The evolution of the Internet now brings us the ability to access huge number of computing and information resources distributed widely on the Internet. To utilize these resources efficiently, recently autonomous information systems such as web services, ubiquitous computing systems [1] or Grid computing systems [2] have attracted lots of attentions. These systems utilize various kinds of ubiquitous computing resources, in order to provide necessary information for users without or with little user consciousness. However, since the number of resources is huge and increases rapidly, a scalable and expressive information retrieval service is essential for autonomous information systems.
We design a scalable and expressive naming system called SENS to provide a resource information retrieval service based on resource names. Our naming system is different from conventional naming system such as DNS system that our system can search information of resources based on the properties of resources. It retrieves resource information by exact queries (i.e. query information of a resource whose name is the same as the query name) and multiple-attribute range queries (i.e. query information of resources whose names have attribute values satisfying a query range). Query messages will be routed to NSs respon- sible for queried resource names and these NSs will lookup their database for queried resource information.
To express the properties of resources and the range queries for retrieving information of resources, our system utilizes a descriptive naming scheme which names each resource by a tuple of attribute/value pairs. Resource information is distributed at name servers (NSs) based on resource names.
Our challenge is to design a message routing protocol on the overlay network of NSs to achieve scalable and efficient resource information distribution and query. First, the protocol must realize exact queries and range queries with small cost of message transmission. Second, it must achieve a good degree of load balancing across NSs to maintain the scalability of the system when the number of resources becomes huge. Since the distribution of attribute/value pairs in resource names is often skewed, the design of such a routing protocol satisfying both requirements is a challenging issue.
Several works [5] , [6] have challenged an expressive naming system with the approach of routing messages based on resource names. However, this approach is not scalable since the size of routing table will become unacceptably large when the number of resources increases. Recently, Distributed Hashing Tables (DHTs) such as CAN [11] , Chord [12] , etc. attract lots of attention since they can offer a promising solution for scalable message routing on overlay networks. However, DHTs realize range queries with very large overhead because their consistent hashing function maps resource names in a range of attribute values to a large number of DHT keys. To resolve this problem, a locality preserving hash function is utilized to map each attribute/numerical value pairs of a resource name to a DHT key [14] - [17] . The resource information location and query resolution is performed based on DHT keys mapped by attribute values corresponding to one attribute in the query name. However, this approach does not scale well because NSs responsible for popular attribute/value pairs will suffer from heavy load of resource information registrations and queries.
Our SENS system takes a different approach from conventional approaches. It constructs a high-dimensional resource ID space (i.e. DHT key space) on the overlay network of NSs and map resource names to the resource ID space such that the locality of resource names in the resource ID space and the load balancing are both maintained. Message routing for resource information queries will be performed based on the locality of resource names.
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The design of our SENS system includes the following elements:
• A locality preserving mapping scheme between multiattribute resource name space and a multi-dimension resource ID space.
• The construction of a resource ID space on the overlay network of NSs based on CAN routing algorithm.
• A resource information delivery algorithm which is a combination of CAN routing algorithm and a multicast routing algorithm based on a spanning binomial tree. It delivers resource information to corresponding NSs with a small number of sending messages.
• A multi-attribute range query algorithm which is a combination of CAN routing algorithm and a broadcast routing algorithm based on a spanning binomial tree. It routes multi-attribute range query messages to corresponding NSs with a small number of sending messages.
We conduct simulations to evaluate performance of the SENS system. The simulation results show that the SENS system can realize exact queries and range queries with the cost of O(log N) when N is the number of NSs. In a 20,000-node system, if the number of value ranges in a range query is 12 and the size of each value range is 30% of the maximum value range, the average number of queried NSs is only 7.1. Furthermore, our system can achieve a good degree of load balancing even if the distribution of attribute/value pairs in resource names is skewed.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We present the design of our system in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes our simulation and the results. The related works and their limitations are discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents conclusions and future works.
Design of SENS

Overview
Our system achieves expressiveness on resource naming by utilizing a descriptive naming scheme which names a resource by a tuple of attribute/value pairs. For example, a computer is named as: (string OS = "linux," string CPUname = "Pentium 4," int CPU-clock (MHz) = 1000, int memory (MB) = 1024, int harddisk-unusedspace (GB) = 20, int network-bandwidth (Mbps) = 1000). The attribute includes a data type and a name. The data type (e.g. string, integer, Boolean) will decide a type of value that an attribute value can take. The name of attributes expresses the semantics of (attribute/value) pairs. Each kind of resources has a set of attributes used for naming. The number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name may be dozens of pairs.
By the use of attribute/value pairs, our naming scheme can sufficiently express properties of resources and range queries for retrieving information of resources. Descriptive naming schemes have been used in a number of conventional researches [7] , [8] , [15] , [16] . We also consider that our naming system can provide an information retrieval service for existing naming schemes such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) [21] and Directory service [22] . In the RDF, since the URI is not always known in advance, we must search information of resources including the URI based on the properties of resources. Our system can rename such a resource with attribute/value pairs corresponding to property-types and property values of the resource. The RDF name of a resource will be considered as a full name of the resource and will be kept in the database of naming servers as resource information for further searches (i.e. search for resources whose full name satisfies given constraints). Our naming scheme can also express a resource that is named in a Directory service. A hierarchical tree structure in Directory services can clearly express the relationship between attribute/value pairs, which is necessary when attribute names of different attribute/value pairs are very similar. Our naming scheme can express the relation between attribute/values pairs by the use of attribute hierarchies. For example, the format of audio and video for an audio/video converter can be expressed as (string audio.input.format = "AVI," string audio.output.format = "wav," string video.input.format = "mpeg2," string video.output.format = "mov").
In the case of an exact query, an NS queries information of a resource that has the same resource name as the queried name. In the case of a range query, an NS queries information of resources that have resource names satisfying query ranges of attribute values. A query range is expressed by the use of inequality operators (>, <, ≤, ≥ ) and the disjunction operator. For example, our system can realize a range query for computing resources expressed as: (string OS = "linux," string CPU-name = "Pentium 4," int CPUclock (MHz) ≥ 1000 & int CPU-clock (MHz) ≤ 1200, int memory (MB) ≥ 512, int harddisk-unusedspace (GB) ≥ 10, int network-bandwidth (Mbps) ≥ 100). If the attribute value corresponding to an attribute in a range query is arbitrary, the wild card ( * ) can be used instead.
SENS distributes resource information to the overlay network of NSs based on resource IDs. The resource ID space is a virtual d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space built on the overlay network of NSs (i.e. d-dimensional resource ID space). Each resource name is mapped to one or several resource IDs. Resource information including a resource name and meta data is stored at NSs responsible for resource IDs. An NS performs a query by mapping a queried resource name or a range of queried names to a queried resource ID or a range of resource IDs and then sending a query message to NSs that are responsible for the queried resource ID or the queried range of resource IDs.
To limit the number of NSs responsible for a range query, we propose a locality-preserving mapping scheme between a multi-attribute resource name space and a multidimensional resource ID space. A resource name is mapped to a resource ID by mapping each attribute value in attribute/value pairs of the resource name to a coordinate value of the resource ID in a deterministic dimension assigned by the attribute. As a result, our matching scheme allows all resource names that match a range query to be mapped within a limited segment of the resource ID space. We call it a range query segment.
SENS relies on CAN routing algorithm to build a ddimensional resource IDs space over the overlay network of NSs. CAN routing algorithm can achieve good routing performances on an overlay network. NSs are allocated their own zone in the resource ID space such that a good degree of load balancing is obtained.
SENS delivers information of a resource to multiple corresponding NSs based on a resource information delivery algorithm. The algorithm is a combination of CAN routing algorithm and a multicast routing algorithm based on a spanning binomial tree. In the case an NS is responsible for multiple resource IDs corresponding to one resource name, the algorithm can reduce the overhead of sending mutiple messages to the same NS.
To resolve a range query, a range query message will be sent to NSs responsible for the range query segment based on a multiple-attribute range query algorithm. The algorithm is a combination of CAN routing algorithm and a broadcast routing algorithm based on a spanning binomial tree. By the use of our broadcast routing algorithm, a query message will be broadcasted to all NSs in the range query segment with small number of sending messages.
In next subsections, we will describe in detail our design including the mapping scheme between resource names and resource IDs, the construction of the resource ID space, the distribution of resource information and the query resolution.
Mapping Resource Names to Resource IDs
Our mapping scheme maps a resource name to resource IDs such that the locality of resource names on the resource ID space is preserved. A resource ID is considered as a set of d coordinates of a point in the d-dimensional resource ID space. The locality of resource names means that resource names that matches a range query will be mapped to resources IDs within a limited segment of the resource ID space.
To achive the locality of resource names, a resource name is mapped to a resource ID by assigning the hash value of each attribute value to a coordinate in a corresponding resource ID. The dimesion order number of the assigned coordinate is the hash value of the corresponding attribute. Here, a uniform hash function H a hashes each attribute from 1 to d and a hash function H v hashes each attribute value from 1 to 2 m − 1, where m is the maximum size of a coordinate value in bits. If there is a coordinate that no value is assigned to, a default value (e.g. 0) is assigned instead.
For example, a resource name as shown in Fig. 1 is identified by a tuple of 4 attribute-value pairs: ((attri 1 : val 1 ), (attri 2 : val 2 ), (attri 3 : val 3 ), (attri 4 : val 4 )). The resource name will be mapped to a resource ID of a 6- dimensional resource ID space. Because the hash value of attri 1 is a 1 = H a (attr 1 ) =3, the hash value of val 1 will be assigned to the 3rd coordinate value. Similarly, the hash value of val 2 will be assigned to the 2nd coordinate value since the hash value of attri 2 is a 2 = H a (attr 2 ) = 2, and so on. Since no value is assigned to the 1st and the 4th coordinate values, the default value 0 is assigned instead.
In the case of a numerical attribute value, a locality preserving hashing function is used as H v . Here, the locality preserving hashing function is defined as if [14] . An example of a locality preserving hashing function is
where v max and v min are the maximum and minimum values that the attribute value may take. In the case of an attribute value of string type, a uniform hash function is used as H v . All resource names that match a range query will be mapped into a segment of the resource ID space, limited by the hash values of the upper and lower limit of queried value ranges in each dimension. If a resource name matches a range query, its attribute values will be between the upper and lower limit of the value range corresponding to each attribute. Each coordinate value of the resource ID will be between the hash values of the upper and lower limit of queried value ranges in each dimension. It is because attribute values associated with an attribute are mapped to coordinate values in the same dimension, and the mapping between an attribute value and a coordinate value is locality-reserved, Our mapping scheme is not injective. Several resource names with different attribute/value pairs may be mapped to the same resource ID. However, the resource ID does not need to be unique since the resource information is identified by the resource name, not the resource ID. When looking up a query resource ID, the NS will check the resource name before returning the lookup result.
If multiple attributes in a resource name are hashed to the same value (e.g. H a (attr i ) = H a (attr j ), the corresponding attribute values will be mapped to multiple coordinate values in the same dimension (i.e. a set of collided coordinate values). In this case, to preserve the locality of resource IDs, the resource name is mapped to multiple resource IDs, each of them contains a set of collided coor- dinate values. For example, a resource name is identified by a tuple of six attribute-value pairs as shown in Fig. 2 and its attributes attr 1 , attr 5 are hashed to the same value H a (attr 1 ) = H a (attr 5 ) = 3 and attributes attr 3 , attr 6 are hashed to the same value H a (attr 3 ) = H a (attr 6 ) = 5. In this case, since {v 1 , v 5 } and {v 3 , v 6 } are two sets of collided coordinate values, the resource name will be mapped to four resource IDs, each of them contains two values from each set:
. Resource information will be replicated and delivered to NSs that are responsible for these resource IDs.
Large number of collided coordinate values will force a large amount of resourceIDs to be generated. The probability that a collision occurs depends on the number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name. As described in the Appendix A, in the case each resource name has N attribute/value pairs, average number of resource IDs mapped from one resource name is given as
where d is the dimension number of the resource ID space.
To limit the number of resource IDs per resource name, the number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name should be limited to a reasonable value. If a resource has the number of attribute/value pairs that is over the limited number, the set of attribute/value pairs should be divided to multiple sets of attributes which correspond to multiple resource names. The way of dividing resource names is out of the scope of this paper.
Construction of Resource ID Space
We utilize CAN routing algorithm [11] , a hypercube geometry DHT routing algorithm, to construct a d-dimensional resource ID space on the overlay network of NSs. The resource ID space is partitioned into hyper-rectangles, called zones. Each NS is responsible for a zone. When a new NS joins the overlay network, it will choose an initial point P i in the resource ID space and send a request to an existing NS responsible for the zone within which the point P i lies. The existing NS will split in half, retaining half and handing the other half to the new NS.
The NSs maintain a coordinate routing table that holds the address and the zone of its neighbor NSs. Two NSs are neighbors if their zone overlaps along d − 1 dimensions and abut along one dimension. Using its coordinate routing table, an NS routes a message towards the NS responsible for the destination ID by simple greedy forwarding to the neighbor NS whose zone is closest to the destination ID (Fig. 3) .
CAN routing algorithm can achieve good routing performance on the overlay network of NSs. As shown in [11] , in a low-dimensional resource ID space, the size of a coordinate routing table is O(d) and the path length between two NSs is O(N 1/d ). Here N is the number of NSs, d is the dimension number and d < log 2 N. In the case of a high-dimensional resource ID space with d > log 2 N, if the space is divided along the dimension determined by a fixed cyclical ordering of the dimensions, the size of a coordinate routing table and the path length between two NSs will be O(log N) [18] .
The distribution of resource names on the resource ID space is biased. It is because a fixed default value is assigned to a number of coordinate values, which are not mapped by any attribute value, in a resource ID. At high probability, a resource name will be mapped to a zone of an NS, whose coordinates containing a large number of the fixed default value. Thus, such NSs must store more resource names comparing with other NSs. To keep a reasonable degree of load balancing on the number of stored resource names at NSs, the volume of NSs' zone whose coordinates containing a large number of the fixed default value should be smaller than the volume of other NSs' zone.
We simply realize this requirement by randomly assigning the fixed default value to a number of coordinates of each initial point P i , which is assigned to an NS when it newly joins the overlay network. As a result, the probability that a zone whose coordinates contain a large number of default values is split by a new NS will be high and therefore, the volume of such zone will become small.
Resource Information Distribution
A resource ID is mapped to a point P of the resource ID space and information of the resource is delivered to the NS that owns the zone within which the point P lies. If a resource name will be mapped to multiple resource IDs, information of the resource will be replicated and stored at NSs responsible for these resource IDs. If an NS is responsible for several resource IDs of the same resource, only one replica of the information is stored at the NS.
To deliver information of a resource to all NSs responsible for resource IDs of a resource name, we propose a multicast routing algorithm based on spanning binomial tree (SBT) shown in Appendix B. In the case an NS is responsible for multiple resource IDs of a resource, sending multiple messages to the same NS is wasteful. In our algorithm, the number of messengers sent to NSs is much smaller than the number of resource IDs. The algorithm is performed as follows.
The resource IDs corresponding to a resource name will construct a hypercube in the resource ID space. We suppose that the resource IDs corresponding to a resource name are expressed as ({v 1 
. Each node in the hypercube corresponds to a resource ID. An SBT will be constructed on the hypercube and a registration message containing information of the resource will be routed from the root node at the top-level of the SBT to nodes at lower-level of the SBT.
In the example shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , resource IDs corresponding to the following set of resource IDs are expressed as ({0|1|3}, {0|3}, {0|3|4}). An n-level SBT is constructed out of two (n − 1)-level SBTs by linking their roots with a new edge and by making either root the new root. Here, if there are two more nodes on one edge of the hypercube, an n-level subtree will be constructed out of two more (n − 1)-level sub trees by linking a root node with other (Fig. 4) . The characteristic of our SBT is that it is created from coordinate values of each list in ascending order. As the result, resource IDs which are within the zone of the same NS will be next to each other in the SBT. Hence, in the case an NS is responsible for multiple resource IDs, the NS is not necessary to send multiple registration messages to these resource IDs. For example, after receiving the registration message destined for (0,0,0), the node responsible for the zone ( To construct the SBT, a registration message is de- Fig. 4 The spanning polynomial tree created from resource IDs ({0|1|3}, {0|3}, {0|3|4}). livered to a resource ID created from the lowest coordinate values in each set at first. The resource ID, which is (0,0,0) in the above example, will become the root node of the SBT. The NS, which is responsible for the resource ID, will generate new destination resource IDs corresponding to lower-level nodes in the SBT to deliver the registration message. The generation of new destination resource IDs is performed by a destination resource ID creating algorithm shown in Fig. 6 . To realize the algorithm, a parameter called a multicast order number dm, is included in the registration message. A multicast order number in fact is the level of a node in the SBT, which corresponds to the destination resource ID. 
Query Resolution
In the case of an exact query, an agent NS (i.e. an NS that a client sends the query message to) will map a query resource name to queried resource IDs and select the nearest query resource ID to the agent NS as the destination resource ID. The query message including the queried resource name will be sent to the destination resource ID based on CAN routing algorithm. The NS responsible for the resource ID will lookup its database to find the queried information and send the information back to the agent NS.
In the case of a range query, an agent NS will map the query range in the name space to a range query segment in the resource ID space. A query message will be broadcasted to all NSs whose zones overlap the segment. NSs receiving the query message will check their database to find the information of resources whose names match the query.
To reduce the cost of broadcasting query messages, we propose a broadcasting algorithm based on SBT. Our algorithm comes from the consideration that NSs responsible for a range query segment will form a hypercube. An SBT will be constructed on a hypercube and a query message will be broadcasted based on the SBT. The number of messages to be sent is about the number of NSs in a range query segment. Figure 7 shows an example of our broadcasting protocol which broadcasts a query message to all NSs in the range query segment ( [1, 5] , [1, 3] , [1, 3] ).
To construct an SBT ( Fig. 7(a) ) on a hypercube of NSs, a query message is sent to an NS in the range query segment by CAN routing algorithm at first. The NS, which is ( [2, 4] ,[0,2],[0,2]) in the example in Fig. 7 , will become the root node at the top-level of the SBT and will start the broadcasting process for the rang query. The NS determines the neighbor NSs that correspond to lower-level nodes in the SBT based on its routing table. It then forwards the query message to these NSs. These NSs recursively forward the query message to their neighbor NSs which correspond to lower-level nodes of the SBT (Fig. 7(b) ).
If an NS on the route from an agent NS to an NS in the query segment finds that its zone overlaps the query segment, that NS can start the broadcasting process (i.e. to become the root node at the top-level of the SBT). It is to reduce the logical hop count needed to route a query message, comparing with the case that an NS starting the process is fixed. To allow any NS to become the root node at the toplevel of the SBT, we modify the SBT algorithm with a minor change. An n-level spanning binomial tree can be constructed out of two more (n − 1)-level spanning binomial trees by linking one root to other roots with new edges and by making the linking root the new root. The modification is necessary because the NS corresponding to the root node at the top-level of the SBT may have two more neighbor Neighbor NSs, which correspond to lower level nodes in the SBT, are determined based on two parameters called a broadcast order number dim b and a broadcast direction dr b . These parameters are included in the query message. A broadcast order number in fact is the level of the NS that receives the query message. A broadcast direction indicates the direction that the query message is broadcasted to. When an NS receives the query message, its neighbor NS is a lower level node in the SBT if it satisfies the following conditions.
• The zone of the neighbornode NS overlaps the range query segment.
• dim < dim b or (dim = dim b and dr = dr b ). Here, the zone of the neighbor NS and the zone of the receiving NS abuts along the dimth dimension. The direction from the zone of the receiving NS to the zone of the neighbor NS in the dimth dimension is dr.
When the message is forwarded to the neighbor NS, the broadcast order number and the broadcast direction are set to dim and dr. A pseudo-code to realize the algorithm is shown in Fig. 8 .
Since an NS may have several neighbor NSs those zones adjoin with the zone of the NS at the same dimension and direction, these NSs may unnecessarily send the query range message to each other. To eliminate this useless message transmission, information of each query message is cached at NSs in a small time interval. When receiving a query message, each NS checks the cache to find if it has already forwarded the message or not. If it has, it will discard the message.
To keep querying overhead to be small, the number of queried NSs in a range query can be limitted as shown in Appendix B.
Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of SENS by simulation from the following aspects.
• Routing performance: Logical hop count required to route a query message to an NS responsible for the query • System efficiency: Replication number of resource information corresponding to a resource name and number of NSs responsible for a query • The degree of load balancing: The number of resource names stored at each NS and the number of lookup queries that each NS must resolve.
We implemented a simple simulator to evaluate our system. We assume that the number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name varies from 10 to 20. We set the dimension number of the resource ID space to be 20. The default value is randomly set to 12 coordinate values of each initial point assigned to each NS when they newly join the overlay network.
The resource names are generated based on the Zipf distribution, which reflects the popularity of an attribute/value pair based on a parameter called a rank. The probability that an attribute/value pair appears in a resource name is in proportion to 1/r α . Here, r is the rank of the attribute/value pair and α is a constant number. We set α as 0.9 and r as a random number between 1 and the total number of attribute/value pairs. Our data set has 400 attributes, each of which can take on 1024 values. Exact queries and range queries are also generated based on the same Zipf distribution.
The next subsection shows our simulation results.
Routing Performance
We first study the increase in the average path length and in the number of neighbor NSs in the overlay network due to the increase of the number of NSs. The path length is defined as the logical hop count required to route a message between two arbitrary NSs. 100,000 messages are sent to random destination resource IDs from a randomly selected NS. The simulation result (Fig. 9) shows that the average path length and the average number of neighbor NSs increases on a logarithm scale of NS number. In the case of a 100,000-node system, the average path length is about 6.9 hops and the average number of neighbors is about 27.6 nodes. Figure 10 shows the logical hop count required to route an exact query message to the NS responsible for the queried resource information. The average logical hop count required to route an exact query message (5.0 hops in the case of 20,000-node system) to the corresponding NS is smaller than the average path length(5.9 hops in the case of 20,000-node system). It is because resource information may be replicated in a number of NSs and the nearest resource ID is selected as the destination resource ID to delivery the query message.
We study the routing performance of a range query in 20,000-node SENS system by fixing the size of each queried value range to be 20%, 30%, 40% of the maximum value range and increasing the number of value ranges to be queried. The number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name is fixed to 16. As shown in Fig. 11 , the average logical hop count required to route a range query message to responsible NSs increases only 1.0 hop when the number of value ranges to be queried increases from 2 to 16. It means that our broadcast routing protocol can achieve good routing performance.
System Efficiency
We study the average number of resource IDs per a resource name and the average number of replications per a resource name in 20,000-node SENS system. As shown in Fig. 12 , the resource ID number per resource name is large and the resource ID number increases on a exponential scale of the number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name. However, since several resource IDs may be kept in an NS and the number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name is limited, the replication number per resource name is relatively small. For a 20 attribute resource name, the resource ID number per resource name is 94.7 while the replication number per resource name is 7.8 on average.
Next, we study the number of NSs that are responsible for a range query in 20,000-node SENS system. The result depends on the volume of the range query segment, or in other words, the number of queried value ranges and the size of each value range. The volume V of a range query segment can be calculated roughly as follows:
where v i max and v i min are the maximum and minimum coordinate values of the segment in the ith dimension and m is the maximum size of a coordinate value in bits. The average number of NSs to be queried in a range query increases exponentially with the number of value range per query (Fig. 13) . It is because the volume of query segment increases exponentially. However, we consider that the number of NSs to be queried is small enough to be viable. In the case the number of value ranges is 12 and each value range is 30% of the value, the average number of queried NSs is 7.1 while in the case the number of value ranges is 14 and each value range is 40% of the maximum value range, the average number of queried NSs is 42.1.
Load Balancing
In order to evaluate the degree of load balancing in the SENS system, we measured the number of resource names stored on each NS by delivering 500,000 resource names to 20,000-nodes SENS system. The number of attribute/value in a resource name varies from 10 to 20. We also measured query number that each node is responsible for by delivering 100,000 range query messages. The number of value ranges is set randomly between 0 and 20. The size of each value range is randomly between 0% and 40%. Figure 14 (a) shows the distribution of attribute/value pairs in resource names which is calculated by the percentage of resource names that each attribute/value pair occurs. The term "attribute/value pair ID" in the figure means the order number of an attribute/value pair. Figure 14(b) shows the ratio of the number of resource names stored in each NS to the total number of distributed names and the ratio of the number of query lookups that each NS is responsible to the total number of queries. The term "NS ID" in these figures mean the order number of an NS.
The simulation result shows that even if there are several attribute/value pairs which appear in resource names with high probability (14.0% of total number of resource names in Fig. 14(a) ), 99.89% of NSs store a number of resource names that is not over 0.1% of the total resource names and 99.25% of NSs perform a number of query lookups that is not over 0.1% of the total queries (Fig. 14(b) ). Furthermore, the maximum number of resource names stored in an NS is not over 0.23% of total number of resource names and the maximum number of query lookups that each node is responsible for is not over 0.14% of total number of queries (Fig. 14(b) ). Here, the simulation is obtained without any load balancing algorithm such as one in [21] .
As the result, we consider that our system can achieve a good degree of load balancing on the distribution of resource names and the query load on NSs.
Improving Perfomance
We study the change in performances of SENS system when using different dimension number of the resource ID space. We simulate on 20,000-node SENS system with the dimension number selected from 20,24,28 and 32. The number of attribute/value in a resource name varies from 10 to 20. Figure 15 shows the simulation result.
When the dimension number of the resource ID space increases, the average path length and the average hop count required for an exact query change little while the number of neighbor nodes increases slightly ( Fig. 15(a) ).
Figure 15(b) shows the CDF of the number of resource names stored in an NS when the dimension number is set to 20, 24, 28 and 32. When the dimension number increases, the maximum number of resource names stored in an NS increases a little (0.23%, 0.31%, 0.28%, and 0.37% in each case) and over 99% of total NSs store less than 0.1% of total resource names.
In the case of 20-attribute resource names, the average resource ID number and replication number per name decreases from 94,7 and 7.8 to 32.7 and 3.1 respectively when the dimension number increases from 20 to 32 (Fig. 15(c) ). It means that the number of replications per resource name can be reduced by using a higher dimension number for the resource ID space. When generating resource IDs from a resource name, if the dimension number is high, the number of collided coordinate values will reduce. As the result, the number of resource IDs corresponding to a resource name and therefore the number of replications per resource name will be reduced.
The average number of queried NSs per a range query also decreases slightly when the dimension number of the resource ID space increases because the volume of each range query segment becomes small. Figure 15(d) shows the change in the average number of queried NSs per a range query when the dimension number of the resource ID space is set to 20, 24, 28 and 32 respectively. Here, the number of value ranges to be queried is set to 12.
We can keep querying overhead to be small by limiting the number of queries NSs for a range query based on a simple algorithm described in Appendix C. In the next simulation, we study the change on the discovery probability of resource names in a range query when limiting the maximum number of queried NSs for a range query. The dimension number of the resource ID space is set to 20 and the query range is set to 40% of the maximum value range. Fig. 15 Effect of dimension number on the routing performance, the degree of load balancing, the number of resource IDs per resource name and the number of NSs to be queried in a range query. Fig. 16 The tradeoff between the discovery property of resource names and the number of queried NSs.
The number of attribute/value pairs in a resource name and the number of attributes to be range queried are both set to 16 . If the number of queried NSs is not limited, the average number of queried NSs is 93.8 nodes. Figure 16 shows a clear tradeoff between the discover probability of resource names and the querying overhead. When the number of queried NSs for a range query is limited to a small number, the average number of queried NSs become small but the discover probability of resource names also becomes small. However, although the number of queried NSs is limited to a small number, a reasonable number of resource names can be still discovered. By limiting number of queried NSs to 10, an average number of queried NSs is 9.5 and average discovery probability of resource names is 54%.
Summary
We have evaluated the performances of SENS system from the aspects of routing performance, system efficiency and load balancing. The simulation result are summarized as follows.
First, the simulation result shows that our routing algorithm can achieve good routing performances for both exact queries and range queries. Second, although our mapping scheme may create a large number of resource IDs per a resource name, the replication of resource information on NSs is small enough to be practical. Third, since our mapping scheme can preserve well the locality of resource names in a resource ID space, a range query which corresponds to a small range query segment can be resolved by looking up a small number of NSs. However, in the case of a large range query segment, it requires a large number of NSs to resolve the query.
Fourth, our system can achieve a good degree of load balancing even the distribution of attribute/value pairs in re-source names is skewed. Fifth, some performance parameters of our system can be improved by the use of a resource ID space with a high dimension number such as the number of replications per a resource name, but at the cost of increased number of neighbor NSs. We can also limit the number of queried NSs for a range query at the cost of decreased discovery probability of resource names.
Related Works
The DNS system uses strictly arranged hierarchical name space and resolves a name query in a hierarchical fashion. Several works like IrisNet [10] make an attempt to realize information retrieval service based on DNS-like naming system. However, this approach only adapts to a welldefined and value-limited resource name space and can not realize range queries.
There are several expressive resource naming schemes such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Directory service, that are proposed for naming resources. The RDF [21] is a framework for representing information in the Web. In RDF, a resource is identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and is associated with properties identified by property types, and property-values. In Directory services such as X.500 [22] , LDAP [23] , a hierarchical tree structure of attribute/value pairs is used to name a resource. Although these naming schemes can achieve the expressiveness on naming resources, we can not find any scalable solution to support range queries with decentralized maintenance for these naming schemes. Intentional Naming System [5] and A. Carzaniga et al.'s system [6] has employed a descriptive name space based on attribute-value pairs. However, message routing for name queries is realized by the look up of query names on forwarding tables. Hence, these systems face a serious problem of scalability on their name-based routing since the size of message forwarding table will become unacceptably large when the number of resource names increases.
Recently proposed DHT-based routing protocols such as CAN [11] , Chord [12] , Patry [13] can achieve a scalable and efficient key lookup by hashing a resource name to a DHT key and distributing resource information based on the DHT key. However, if a resource name is merely hashed to a DHT key by a consistent hashing function, the cost to realize range queries by DHTs will be very high because their consistent hashing function maps resource names in a range of attribute values to a large number of DHT keys.
In the attempt of realizing scalable and efficient range queries by the use of DHT-based routing algorithm, A. Andrzejak et al.'s work [17] uses Space Filling Curve to construct a one-dimensional DHT key space over CAN 2-dimensional coordinate space. The work distributes the attribute value to the curve. However, this work has not considered about the realization of multi-attribute range query.
There are several researches [24] - [27] that target on the achievement of range queries in d-dimensional search space. The common point between these works is that they map a point in d-dimensional search space to an index key in 1-dimensional index space such that the locality is preserved in the index space. The mapping is performed by the use of Space-Filling Curve [28] , z-curves [29] or region tree [27] . They use Chord [12] or skip graphs [30] as a routing protocol in 1-dimensional index space. To perform a range query in d-dimensional search space, a query message is routed to nodes which keep indexes for portions of the query range. These works benefit from the fact that even the zone that each node is responsible is split granularly, the routing table of each node is limited to a small number. They can adjust the size of zones to achieve load balancing without the cost of maintaining a big routing table.
However, the difference of these works and our SENS system is that the authors of these works, except the work in [24] , did not clarify the mapping between a resource name and an index key. Their works was mainly on the achievement of range queries on search spaces. In [24] , the authors mentioned a locality preserving mapping scheme from keywords of an item data to a point in a d-dimensional keyword space. Each keyword of a data item is mapped to a coordinate of a point in the order of keywords. However, this work did not consider about the case that the dimensional number of a keyword space is different from the number of keywords in a data item. It is essential because the number of keywords in data items is various but the dimensional number of keyword space must be fixed on a value. Furthermore, keywords of data items found in a query must have the same number and order of queried keywords. In another word, a data item such as (string audio.input.format ="AVI," string audio.output.format = "wav," int network.bandwidth (Mbps) = 10) can not be found with a query which keywords are different with the ones of the data item in their number and order, for example (string audio.input.format ="AVI," string audio.output.format = "wav," string video.input.format = *, string video.output.format = *, int network.bandwidth (Mbps) ≥ 5).
To achieve multi-attribute range queries, Mercury [16] , Sword [15] and MAAN [14] have proposed the use of locality preserving hashing function to match each attribute value of a resource name to a DHT key of one-dimensional DHT key space (i.e. one-dimensional key mapping approach). Information of a resource is distributed to each node responsible for the DHT keys. The multi-attribute range queries are realized by looking up the nodes that are responsible for attribute values of one attribute in the query range. However, the distribution of resource information based on each attribute/value pair causes the load unbalancing since there are popular attribute/value pairs that may appear in resource names with high probability. Even if a load balancing algorithm is applied [16] , [20] , the node that is responsible for a popular attribute/value pair may still suffer a heavy load. For example, the node responsible for the attribute/value pairs (string OS = "linux") must keeps information of all computers running Linux OS. The CDS system [8] , [9] uses a Load Balancing Matrices (LBMs) to balance registration and query load across nodes in the system but it introduces overhead of registration and query cost such as the cost to maintain LBMs, the time to probing matrices and the cost of querying multiple partitions.
Conclusions
We have proposed SENS naming system which can retrieve information of resources by exact queries and multi-attribute range queries over resource names. In our system, resource information distribution and query are performed based on resource ID space constructed on the overlay network of NSs. Our mapping scheme between resource names and resource IDs allows SENS system to realize exact queries and multiple attribute range queries effectively but still achieve good load-balancing even in the case the distribution of attribute/value pairs in resource names is skewed. We also propose a multicast routing algorithm to deliver resource information to corresponding NSs and a broadcast routing algorithm to send query messages to all NSs in the query segment with small cost. Our simulation results validated the system's routing performance and load balancing properties.
attribute/value pairs we calculate the average number of resource IDs per resource name as follows.
Suppose attributes of each resource name are mapped to (a 1 , . . . , a N ) set such that ∀i a i ∈ [1, d] . The total number of possible (a 1 , . . . , a n ) sets is N d . Each of them creates i n i resource IDs where n i is the number of attributes mapped to i and n i ≥ 1. Hence, the total number of resource IDs created from all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) set can be expressed as:
The everage number of resource IDs per resource name is given by dividing total number of resource IDs by total number of (a 1 , . . . , a n ) sets.
To calculate N total , we rely on the consideration that each of seperated (a 1 , . . . , a N ) sets corresponds to one element of the multinomial series (a 1 + . . .
N . The multinomial series is given by
Hence, the total number of resource IDs can be given as
We simplify the formula (A· 3) as follows. Suppose a function of multiple variables is f (a y 1 , a y 2 , . . . , a y d ) where a y 1 , a y 2 , . . . , a y d are variables. The partial derivative of the function is given as f a x 1 ,x 2 ,...,
If f = a n y 1 y 1 a n y 2 y 2 . . . a n yu y u such that n y 1 , . . . , n y u ≥ 1 then 
Appendix B: Spanning Binomial Tree
A spanning binomial tree [19] is proposed for one-to-all broadcasting and is constructed on a hypercube as follows. A 0-level spanning binomial tree has one node. An n-level spanning binomial tree is constructed out of two (n−1)-level spanning binomial trees by linking their roots with a new edge and by making either root the new root ( Fig. A· 1(a) ). Here, the new edge between two roots lies along the dimension n. We define the level of a node in the SBT as the level of the biggest subtree that the node is the root node. Messages will be broadcasted from the root node down to lower-level nodes. It is not necessary to create a spanning binomial tree in advance when a message is broadcasted. When a node wants to send a message to all nodes in n-dimensional hypercube, it will become the root node and the level of its spanning binomial tree is set to n. It then sends message to its neighbor nodes which will be root nodes of their subtrees. A node will send broadcasting messages not to all its neighbor nodes but only neighbor nodes which level is not smaller than the level of sending node. If the dimension that the edge between the node and a neighbor node lies along is n, the level of the neighbor node is determined as n − 1 and it is included in the query message ( Fig. A· 1(b) ).
Appendix C: Limiting Number of Queried NSs
In the case a large number of NSs are responsible for a range query, the SENS system can limit number of queried NSs to keep querying overhead to be small. There are several ways to limit number of queried NSs such as limiting number of broadcasting hop count or limiting the range query segment. However, they are difficult to determine exactly the limited number of queried NSs.
We introduce a simple method to limit exactly the number of queried NSs for a range query. In the method, a limited NS number (LNN), which expresses number of NSs that should be queried in future, is included in range query messages. The NS receiving a query message with a limited NS number will forward the query message to its neighbor NSs with new limited NS numbers (NewLNNs) set to appropriate values such that total of these values is not over LNN in the original query message (Fig. A· 2) . Here, the problem is how to set newLNNs appropriately.
We set NewLNNs based on the number of NSs that the query message will be forwarded within two hops, including the number of neighbor NSs that correspond to lower level nodes of the SBT and the number of NSs following these neighbor NSs, which correspond to nodes of the SBT in the two lower level. Since the zone of these NSs overlaps the range query segment, these number are calculated by comparing the coordinates of the query zone and the zone of each neighbor NS. It is difficult to calculate number of NSs that the query message will be sent in over two hops. We can only estimate the number based on the number of forwarded NSs within two hops.
If LNN in the original query message (LNN original ) is not over the number of neighbor NSs that corresponds to lower level nodes of the SBT, NewLNNs are set to 1. Otherwise, NewLNN in a query message forwarded to a neighbor NS will be in proportion to the number of NSs following the neighbor NS plus the neighbor NS itself (N f orwardedNS i ).
If a query message is forwarded to an NS in duplicate as described in Sect. 2.5, the actual number of queried NSs will be smaller than the estimated number.
